







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Elderly and Disabled (高齢者・障害者). Countermeasures for the Disaster 
(災害対策). 8arrier Free Design and Planning (福祉のまちづくり)
172 総合都市研究第57号 1995
Social Participation of the Elderly and the Disabled and 
Countermeasures against N atural Calamities for Them 
Gihei Takahashi* and Tetsuo Akiyama** 
* Faculty of Technology， Dept. of Architect， Toyo University 
料 FacultyofTechnology， Dept. of CiviI Engineering， Tokyo Metropolitan University 
Comprehensive Urban Studies， No. 57，1995， p. 161-172 
Disaster preventive plan for the lderly and the disabled was extremely poor in the past， only to the 
extent that refuge countermeasures against fire were taken. It is no exaggeration to say that it was first 
recognized in Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake. In this paper， we are going to discuss what to do in the future 
in barrier free design from the point of politicaI problems and suggestions. 
At first， we， from the experience of Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake， arranged the recognition of disaster 
handicapped like the elderly and the disabled， and the fundamental way of thinking surrounding their 
recognition. Secondly， we arranged problems at the disaster from disastrous circumstances and the life of 
the elderly and the disabled according to 1) suffering from the disaster， 2)safety confirmation， rescue， 
refuge， 3)life suppo目， living information， 4)shelter， temporary housing， 5)housing， institution， town 
planning. Thirdly， from the point of prevention of disaster and barrier free design， political plans are 
shown concerning making plans such as 1) way of thinking disaster preventive plan， 2)plan of shelter 
and temporary housing， 3)principle of civic disaster preventive organization， 4)life support， information 
countermeasures， 5)regional institution， town planning. Lastly， the main points of making manual about 
the rescue of the elderly and the disabled in community， how to construct planning， institution 
arrangement， how to enlighten and educate， and infrastructure developmentof living environment for 
“Disaster preventive barrier fre design and plannng" are itemized. 
